
2019 State of the Ref Union Address

To all of the officials of the Ref Union, I first and foremost wish to extend a belated THANK YOU 
for all your hard work in 2018, during which we achieved another new milestone of games 
assigned: an astonishing 10,754 on the year.12

2018 could also be considered a transitional year, where we turned our agency’s focus away 
from just amassing clients and putting officials to work.  While that will continue to be high on 
our list of priorities, we’ve transitioned to tending more-so to the responsibility epitomized by our 
grander ideological identity.  Overwhelmed by demand for our services, we started looking 
beyond just doing what’s best for the game or our clients and focused more on what is truly best 
for our members.  

2018 was also a year of enormous growth for me as an assignor.  Empowered by your support 
and the trust we enjoy with our tenured clientele, I took a much harder stance against the bad 
sportsmanship we endure in the field, calling out coaches and parents on their frequently 
despicable behavior.  At several events we drew a hard line in the sand.  At three tournaments 
last year, we enforced a forfeit on a semi- or championship game because of problems with 
sportsmanship or referee abuse.  Despite pressure and frustration from spectators and site 
supervisors, we held our ground.  And while they were unpopular decisions at the time, they 
were nevertheless respected thereafter.  Indeed tournament directors are always uneasy about 
us challenging the behavior of their paying customers but even they have warmed up to our 
approach.  More importantly, they now appreciate that promoting a culture of respect and civility 
brings with it long-term net positive results.
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1 Final count includes the consideration of a 25-game margin of error. 

2 Congratulations to Peter Joseph, who guessed 10,676, came closest to the actual total, and will receive one of our 
new referee uniforms plus a $50 bonus on his next tournament payout.



In 2019, that will continue to be our primary aspiration: that we not fear short-term political or 
financial windfall in lieu of standing up for what’s right.  We look towards a much bigger picture 
of what can we accomplish through a bold stance for integrity, worker’s rights, higher pay, and a 
return to civility amongst grassroots basketball.

We will not focus on “serving” the game.3
We will focus on empowering the official to do what is right. 

With a strong referee corp, our clients can nevertheless look forward to unparalleled service and 
performance.  It is a myth that club teams resist discipline; in fact it has been proven that they 
subconsciously crave it.  The day a coach gets ejected, he may threaten to never come back, 
but usually they end up bringing even more teams to the next event.  In any organization, if 
there are consequences for bad actions, it brings an aura of legitimacy and accountability, of 
which all parties can appreciate.

Our disciplinary stance has yielded tremendous success. Programs that have stuck with us 
continue to grow.  Programs that have left us in favor of more “customer service” oriented 
referees have regressed or continue to tread water.  Our clients have had our back and 
appreciate our professionalism and strength of character to enforce the law.  We look forward to 
continue helping them grow in 2019.  We also look forward to new business in new territories, 
welcoming aboard new members, and forging new partnerships with other assignors that 
embrace our ideology. 

We will bid high and set high expectations of ourselves and our clients to make both parties 
successful.  However, to propel our union efforts forward, this year I want to emphasize that I 
cannot do it alone.  After nearly a decade of assigning, I’ve come to recognize one thing: I am 
more effective as your representative, far more-so than as your “leader.”  

After so many years, I cannot stick my neck out fighting for causes not embraced by our 
members as a whole.  I cannot carry the mantle for doing business the right way by myself.  

There are still too many among our group that are fair-weathered cheerleaders.  When we 
negotiate a raise or obtain a new contract, they take full advantage, but simultaneously risk 
nothing to help further our interests or negotiating leverage. They have applauded our victories 
in the #FightFor25 but on a slow week, have worked for the first offer that comes their way.
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3 Yes, this is somewhat a reference to Crown Refs, who run a great page of their own. However, their stand-alone 
motto of “serve the game” has always made me shudder.  It gives the impression that referees are somewhat 
subservient to the games they work, rather than a vital part of them.  No offense given; hopefully none taken.



I’ve seen our own members work stop-clock Adidas tournaments for $25.  They work Pump 
Bros., Pangos, and Compton Magic; all extremely high level programs, for nothing more than 
casual YMCA rates.  In high-pressure competition featuring future NBA talent, referees are 
working for the exact same money they can get watching kindergartners bump heads at the 
local rec. league.

How did we get away from demanding pay commensurate with the level of work involved?
We will not buy into the argument that it is “an honor” to work/privilege those high-level games. 
That should have nothing to do with the pay rate.  Chefs think it is an honor to work for Gordon 
Ramsey, yet he still pays fairly higher than Ruby Tuesday’s.

Yet few assignors are held accountable to negotiate earnestly on the referees’ behalf — my top 
frustration in 2018 was dealing with so many referees that have a willingness, apathy, or 
defeatist attitude towards working for less. It was disheartening to deal with so many colleagues 
that have no respect for themselves nor the value and increasing scarcity of what they bring to 
the game.

In light of this, I could not lobby a farce in the face of our existing clients — to whom we owe 
appreciation for their support and patronage — and lie to them about “needing” a raise in 2019.  
Unfortunately this means that our rates for many of our top clients will remain the same for the 
foreseeable future.

That is not to say I will stop putting in work.  I believe wholeheartedly that our Union’s work 
product continues to raise the bar on professionalism and performance of grassroots officiating. 
Collectively our union deserves to be the best paid group of officials on the open market.  
Therefore in 2019, any NEW clients that reach out to us will be automatically faced with a $28 
hourly rate for coverage at their events.  We have more than enough on our plate to ever again 
need to bid $25 for another tournament.

$28 is our new starting point for all future negotiations.

However, for our existing clients, like Open Gym Premier, they still have a couple of seasons of 
planning and budgeting before I enforce a $28 or $30 per hour rate.  Likewise, programs like LA 
Elite, the City of Norco, Moreno Valley, and the Orange County YMCA have too recently raised 
their rates from $19 or $22 to the current $25 level to be expected to absorb another price 
increase so soon thereafter.   You can thank their previous assignors for the slower progress we 
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will have to endure.

Again, if Pangos, Pump Bros., anything Adidas, Under Armour, or Nike-sponsored event ever 
seek our services, then depending on the game format, our opening minimum bid will be $35 
per game per hour.  These corporate sponsored events have enjoyed record-breaking revenue 
year after year to the tune of hundreds of thousands of dollars.  If ever given the opportunity, I 
will make sure we start getting a proportional share of the financial success that we have 
helped create. 

— — — —

In house, there are things I acknowledge I’ll have to do better as an assignor in 2019.  
At times I lose touch with the hard work this job entails.  To do it right, I cannot hope for 
assigning to become a turn-key enterprise.  It is still a people business.  I’m not your regular 
employer nor your family.  If nothing else, I’m your avocational work agent.  Your regular job and 
your family both take precedent over me.  The best I can ever hope for is to earn your priority 
over other assignors and basketball opportunities.  I will have to hit the phones harder, take a 
more personal approach to communicating with you about your schedules and actively recruit 
you to our tournaments. I will try to respond to e-mails and texts more expeditiously and not lose 
my cool at your turnbacks, tardies, and no-shows (provided you communicate with me the 
reason).

In terms of payments, I think we’ve made great improvements to pay out much faster. 
In 2018, approximately 95% of referees received their game fees within four days of any major 
event.  Payroll for leagues still lagged behind, but such is the nature of the business.  Leagues 
pay slow and I do my best to front money out of my own reserves to officials that need it. 
Unfortunately I cannot do that for everybody.  Also, as a one-man accounting department, I’m 
not impervious to mistakes.  Please forgive the occasional omission that will inevitably occur, for 
it is never with the intention to make you feel that your efforts are not appreciated.   
A quick e-mail is usually the answer to any dilemma.

On behalf of our clients, I will try to obtain the most of your talents and the maximum out of your 
time and availability.  However, I recognize that burnout is an increasing factor and that quality 
over quantity has become the name of the game for most of you trying to advance your 
independent referee careers.  It will continue to be a give-and-take.  Remember that the more 
you give, the more I’ll be able to negotiate in advance of our mission for better pay, treatment, 
and respect for the next generation of grassroots officials.  Quality begets leverage, so I will 
always do my best to put the best talent on the court or in the field.
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I ask that you please read your e-mails, stay informed, be on time, hustle, switch, and be good 
partners towards one another.  And please keep up with your administrative responsibilities 
(refer to the Union Membership Handbook for details) so that I can focus on big picture matters 
rather than answering monotonous questions.  If you are an assignor that is likeminded in your 
views regarding collective bargaining, I invite you to contact us so that we may work in unison.  
There are too many assignors still too stubborn, distrustful, or unwilling to work together; and we 
put ourselves at a great disadvantage by going at it alone.  Basketball programs like all major 
employers will frequently try to pit labor classes against one another because a fractured 
workforce has always been more susceptible to exploitation.  If we stay strong together as 
a Union, we can make officiating more enjoyable and lucrative for all involved.

I urge all competing assignors to start demanding better for your staff, versus viewing their 
services as subservient to the needs of your league or tournament hosts.  Stop haggling with 
your referees’ rates as if they were your merchandise.  It’s dehumanizing to our profession and 
we experience enough of that on the job from parents and fans.  
An assignor’s job is to stand up for his referees, not sell them out.  If you ever feel 
pressured or not sure about how to go about the right thing, we at the Ref Union are here for 
you with support whenever and however you need it.

Thank you to everybody again for another successful year.  Thank you for your commitment and 
sacrifice to the game.  Thank you for being with me as we inch closer to a unified labor force.  

Thank you for being a part of the Ref Union.

Cheers and well wishes in 2019,

Chris Balasinski
Founder
Ref Union.net
March 8, 2019
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